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Abstract: COVID-19 has had a huge impact on many industries around the world. Internationally-
funded enterprises have been greatly affected by COVID-19 prevention and control measures, such
as border controls. However, few studies have examined the impact of COVID-19 on internationally-
funded enterprises. To this end, this paper considered 12 of China’s industrial parks situated in
Southeast Asia, while comparing the operation status before and after the outbreak of COVID-19
based on remote sensing of nighttime lights (NTL). The NTL is generally used as a proxy for economic
activity. First, six parameters were proposed to quantify and monitor the operation status based
on NTL data. Subsequently, these parameters were calculated for the parks and for 10 km buffer
zones surrounding them to analyze the differences in operating conditions. The results showed that
(1) despite the negative impact of COVID-19, 9 out of the 12 parks had a mean NTL greater than 1,
indicating that these parks are in better operating condition in 2020 than 2019; (2) 7 out of the 10 km
buffer zones around the parks showed a decline in mean NTL. Only three parks showed a decline in
mean NTL. The impact of COVID-19 on surrounding areas was greater than the impact on parks.

Keywords: COVID-19; economics; nighttime lights; remote sensing

1. Introduction

In 2020, the outbreak of the COVID-19 virus caused great loss to the global economy.
In June 2020, the International Monetary Fund (IMF) estimated that the global economy
would shrink by 4.9% due to the impact of COVID-19 [1]. The IMF also predicted that the
cumulative loss of global gross domestic product (GDP) in 2020 and 2021 would exceed US
$12 trillion [1]. In March 2020, the International Labor Organization (ILO) predicted that
25 million people would be unemployed due to COVID-19 [2]. Accurately understanding
the impact of COVID-19 on various industries is of great significance for policymakers
to formulate targeted policies. In this paper, a method was proposed and evaluated
using nighttime light (NTL) data to assess the impact of COVID-19 on the operation of
foreign-funded industrial parks. Our main contribution is to propose a set of innovative
quantitative impact monitoring index systems derived from NTL data, which can evaluate
the impact of COVID-19 on the economy.

A cross-sectional correlation between light and economic activity was noticed in 1972
by Croft T. A. [3]. When the first night light sensor (operational line scan sensors) on
board the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) satellite was launched in 1994,
night light data began to be widely used to monitor social and economic activities. As
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reviewed by Donaldson D. and Storeygard A. [4], these studies can be predominantly
divided into two categories. The first category mainly studies the correlation between
NTL data and socioeconomic activities, especially the correlation with GDP. For example,
Doll et al. (2006) found that NTL data was correlated with the national-level GDP of
11 European Union countries, while in the United States, NTL and GDP were correlated at
several sub-national levels [5]. Henderson et al. (2012) measured economic growth using
NTL data [6]. Chen et al. (2012) compared GDP and luminosity at the country level in
developing countries for the period 1992–2008 [7]. Galimberti (2020) forecast GDP growth
across a global sample of countries using NTL data [8]. Hu et al. (2020) constructed a
global NTL dataset with a long time series (1992–2017) and found that the NTL data in
China and India were positively correlated with their respective GDPs, with an R2-value
higher than 0.85 [9]. In the absence of other data, light data can be utilized as a source of
research to analyze socio-economic activity. This type of research includes socio-economic
activity mapping at different scales [10,11], analysis of the impact of unexpected events
(disasters/wars/epidemics, etc.) on socio-economic activities [12], and analysis of the
development of socio-economic activities [13].

After the outbreak of COVID-19, NTL data quickly became an important tool for
monitoring its economic impact, due to its large-scale and near-real-time characteristics.
Liu et al. found that the monthly average NTL in China was much lower after the outbreak
of COVID-19 [14]. Ghosh et al. and Elvidge et al. separately investigated the dimming
of lights in India and China during the COVID-19 pandemic [15,16]. Yin et al. assessed
the recovery of urban activity in 17 administrative regions of China during the early-2020
COVID-19 pandemic period using NTL data [17]. These findings indicate that COVID-19
has seriously affected the daily lives of people in China, India, and other countries around
the world. Home quarantine, closures of schools, factories, shops, and other COVID-19
prevention, as well as control measures, have greatly slowed socio-economic activities [18].
This could lead to a rapid drop in both GDP and NTL index values [19,20].

However, to date, analysis of the socioeconomic impact of COVID-19 based on NTL
data has mainly focused on the economic impacts in various countries. The impact of
COVID-19 will differ according to different targets, industries, and groups of people.
After the COVID-19 outbreak, lower levels of air pollutants were found in Egypt [21] and
the southeastern United Kingdom [22]. While COVID-19 has had little impact on grain
production in regions such as Hubei, China [23], it has brought continuous pressure on
the global food supply chain in the form of lockdowns, economic declines, food trade
restrictions, and rising food price inflation. Therefore, it has led to health crises in the least
developed and developing economies [24]. Moreover, unemployment and bankruptcy
have been reported in industries such as tourism, aviation, restaurants, and the sharing
economy [18,25].

Foreign enterprises are an important driving force for global economic development,
especially in developing countries. They have been severely impacted by COVID-19. Travel
restrictions and border closures are the most widely used measures of COVID-19 prevention
and control. Foreign-funded enterprises rely on cross-border personnel circulation and
material supply, making them susceptible to the impacts of COVID-19 prevention and
control measures. However, the impact of COVID-19 on foreign enterprises has received
little attention. This makes policymakers unable to formulate targeted policies.

To address this problem, we have considered China’s Industrial Parks present in
Southeast Asia (CIPSA) as case studies. The objective of this study is (1) to propose a
quantitative monitoring method to monitor the CIPSA operations using NTL data before
and after the outbreak of COVID-19, and (2) to compare and analyze the impacts of COVID-
19 on CIPSAs and local markets.

The main innovations of this paper include the fact that the impact of COVID-19 on
overseas parks has not yet been studied. We propose a quantitative monitoring method for
the operational status of CIPSA parks. This includes a quantitative parameter system based
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on NTL data. We monitored the operation of CIPSA parks before and after the COVID-19
using NTL data. It is conducive for relevant departments to make targeted decisions.

2. Methods
2.1. Method Input and Processing Steps

To compare the operation status before and after the outbreak of COVID-19, a quan-
titative monitoring method based on NTL data was proposed in this paper. The input of
this algorithm includes location information of CIPSAs, NTL time series, and COVID-19
case data. The location information of CIPSAs was in the shp file and used to subset NTL
time series to the CIPSAs area. The NTL time series were utilized to extract quantitative
NTL index and to further evaluate the CIPSA operations. COVID-19 case data were used
to provide information such as the start time and changes of the epidemic. The algorithm
was conducted by following steps (Figure 1): (1) data preprocessing; (2) calculation of
quantitative parameters; (3) qualitative and quantitative analysis based on quantitative
parameters; and (4) comparative analysis between industrial parks and 10 km buffer areas.
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Figure 1. Flowchart of the proposed algorithm.

2.2. Calculation of Quantitative Parameters

Generally, the temporal NTL curves for a particular region are similar in different years.
Sudden changes in these curves are often caused by emergencies, such as the COVID-19
pandemic. To compare the operation status before and after the outbreak of COVID-19, the
temporal mean NTL curves of each CIPSA and their 10 km buffer zones in 2020 and 2019
were drawn. Then, the differences between the 2019 and 2020 curves were evaluated by
six ratio parameters to determine whether the operation of each park or 10 km buffer zone
was deteriorating after the outbreak. Three parameters were utilized to compare with the
pre-epidemic situation, whereas the other three parameters were used to compare with the
same month in 2019.

2.2.1. Parameters Calculation for Comparing with the Pre-epidemic Situation

In most Southeast Asian countries, the first COVID-19 case was reported between
January and March 2020. Thus, we ask the question: How much did the NTL index decrease
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after the outbreak started? To answer this question, three ratios of the NTL before and after
the outbreak were used to measure the change. They were defined as:

NTL_BA_D =
(

NTLmean,be f ore − NTLmin,a f ter

)
/NTLmean,be f ore × 100% (1)

NTL_BA_Ri = NTLa f ter,i/NTLmean,be f ore (2)

NTL_BA_R = NTLmean,a f ter/NTLmean,be f ore (3)

where NTL_BA_D, NTL_BA_R, and NTL_BA_Ri are the ratio index of the NTL before and
after the start of the outbreak; NTLmean,before is the mean NTL index from Jan to March 2020,
NTLmin,after is the minimum NTL index of each park from April to December 2020, and
NTLafter,i is the monthly mean NTL index of each park in month i from April to December 2020.
The NTL_BA_D was used to evaluate the maximum decline in NTL after the epidemic,
which was expressed as a percentage. The greater the value of NTL_BA_D, the greater the
deterioration in the NTL index after the outbreak. The NTL_BA_Ri was used to evaluate
the monthly decline of NT after the epidemic. It was more convenient for us to find out the
month NTL started to decline and the month it went back to the pre-epidemic level. When
NTL_BA_Ri < 1, the NTL index started to deteriorate in month i. The NTL_BA_R was used
to evaluate the overall changes before and after the outbreak.

2.2.2. Parameters Calculation for Comparison with the Same Month in 2019

The second question is: compared to the same period of the previous year, how much
did the NTL index decrease after the outbreak? To answer this question, we utilized another
three ratio parameters, based on the NTL data ratio between 2019 and 2020, which can be
defined as:

NTL_Y_Di = (NTL2019,i − NTL2020,i)/NTL2019,i × 100% (4)

NTL_Y_Ri = NTL2020,i/NTL2019,i (5)

NTL_Y_R = NTLmean,2020/NTLmean,2019 (6)

where NTL_Y_Di and NTL_Y_Ri are the ratio index of the NTL between 2019 and 2020
of month i, NTL2020,i and NTL2019,i are the NTL indexes in month i in 2020 and 2019, and
NTLmean,2020 and NTLmean,2020 are the mean NTL indexes data of 2020 and 2019, respectively.
The NTL_Y_Di represents the ratio of the decline in the NTL index caused by COVID-19
relative to the same period in the previous year. Greater values of NTL_Y_Di indicate a
more serious impact of COVID-19. NTL_Y_R was used to evaluate the overall changes
between 2019 and 2020. The NTL_Y_Ri was more convenient in working out the month NTL
started to decline and the month it went back to the pre-epidemic level. If NTL_Y_Ri < 1,
the mean NTL index is lower than in 2019. If the NTL_Y_Ri value of month i is equal to or
greater than 1, it means that the mean NTL data for this month is equal to or greater than
for the same month in 2019.

2.3. Qualitative Analysis of the Operation of Parks after the Outbreak of COVID-19

After the outbreak of COVID-19, two questions need to be answered first: (1) has the
operation of the park deteriorated? (2) if it did, when did it start to deteriorate? Once the
six ratio parameters are calculated, these questions could be answered.

Both cloud and COVID-19 could lead to changes in temporal NTL curves. However,
clouds were removed in the data processing stage and were replaced by invalid values.
Thus, when the data were not invalid, changes in the temporal NTL curves can be consid-
ered mainly due to COVID-19. These changes may lead to NTL values that are less than
those before the COVID-19 outbreak or at the same month in 2019. For example, as the
COVID-19 outbreak occurred in February 2020, the NTL values in March 2020 will be less
than those in February 2020 and March 2019. The NTL_BA_R value can be used to evaluate
whether the NTL decreased, followed by the COVID-19 outbreak. If NTL_BA_R < 1, we
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considered the operation of the park to have deteriorated before pre- COVID-19. When
NTL_BA_Ri < 1, the deterioration started in month i compared to pre- COVID-19 year.

However, NTL data have obvious seasonal changes that could also cause smaller
values than before the outbreak [26]. Thus, we compared the NTL data of each month in
2020 and 2019 to determine whether the operation of the park deteriorated. If the NTL of a
park in 2020 was lower than that in 2019 (NTL_Y_R < 1), we considered the operation of the
park to be deteriorated compared to the year 2019. When NTL_Y_Ri < 1, the deterioration
was considered to start in month i in comparison to the year 2019.

2.4. Quantitative Analysis of the Impact of the COVID-19 Epidemic

After the six parameters were calculated, our questions can be answered quantitatively.
The first question is, how much has the light index decreased after the outbreak of the
COVID-19 epidemic compared to the pre-COVID-19? This question can be answered using
the NTL_BA_D index, which shows the maximum decline in NTL post-COVID-19. The
second question is, how much has the light index decreased under the influence of the
COVID-19 compared with the NTL index in 2019? This question can be answered using
the NTL_Y_D index, which was used to show the maximum decline in the worst situation.

With the advent of COVID-19, the operation of parks has been fluctuating. The
recovery of the park’s operation is another concern. We have also investigated the recovery
of the park’s operating conditions by comparing it with the pre-pandemic year, i.e., 2019.
Two parameters (NTL_BA_Ri and NTL_Y_Ri) were utilized to investigate the restoration
extent in the operation of the parks. The operation of the park was considered to be in
pre-epidemic situation, once the NTL_BA_Ri > 1. At the same time, the operation of the
park was considered to return to the same level as 2019 for NTL_Y_Ri > 1. Parameters
such as NTL_BA_Ri and NTL_Y_Ri were calculated starting from April, as the period from
January to March 2020 was considered as pre-epidemic. Table 1 represents the parameters
and their usage as adopted in this paper.

Table 1. Parameters and their usage.

Parameters Usage Comparison Object

NTL_BA_R Evaluate the overall changes before and
after the outbreak of COVID-19

Pre-COVID-19
NTL_BA_Ri

Evaluate the monthly changes before and
after the outbreak of COVID-19

NTL_BA_D Evaluate the maximum monthly decline
in NTL after the epidemic

NTL_Y_R Evaluate the annual changes between
2019 and 2020

2019
NTL_Y_Ri

Evaluate the monthly changes between
2019 and 2020

MAX NTL_Y_Di
Evaluate the maximum monthly decline
between 2019 and 2020

2.5. NTL Comparison of Foreign Parks and 10 km Buffer Zones

After the outbreak of COVID-19, various countries issued a series of measures to
control its spread. The most commonly adopted measures include: (1) border control,
such as the suspension of international flights and tourist visas, closure of borders, and
prevention of entry by foreign citizens, and (2) controlling the gathering of people, such as
the closure of factories, restaurants, and cinemas. Foreign companies tend to have more
foreign employees and rely on the international product supply chain. Therefore, border
control measures could result in staff shortages and supply chain disruptions for foreign
enterprises. The foreign companies are expected to be severely affected by COVID-19, with
a slower recovery chance.

To evaluate the difference in the impact of COVID-19 on foreign companies and the
local economy, the NTL time series of CIPSA and the local economy were compared.
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First, a 10 km buffer zone was applied to each park. These buffer zones were assumed to
represent the local economy while inheriting similar economic development conditions
to the park. Since these areas were very close to the parks, the COVID-19 prevention
and control measures implemented in these areas should be similar to those at the park.
Subsequently, the monthly average NTL time series from January 2019 to December 2020
in each buffer zone was calculated. Then, the six ratio parameters for each buffer zone
were calculated. Finally, differences in these six parameters between the parks and buffer
zones were compared to analyze the (1) change in NTL before and after the outbreak of
COVID-19 and (2) the economic recovery in the post-COVID recovery phase. For higher
NTL_BA_D and NTL_Y_Di values, the impact of COVID-19 was considered to be serious.
The recovery was found to be slower once the time of NTL_BA_Ri and NTL_Y_Ri reached
1.0 later.

3. Method Test and Results
3.1. Study Area and Data
3.1.1. Study Area

Industrial parks are an important platform for Chinese foreign investment, with
more than 30% of Chinese enterprises being concentrated in industrial parks in various
countries [27,28]. China’s overseas industrial parks dataset collected by Li et al. included
182 industrial parks [29]. Southeast Asia contains the largest number of Chinese industrial
parks and has a close economic relationship with China. However, only 47 industrial parks
in this dataset have accurate location information. Among them, 14 parks are located in
Southeast Asia and two of these parks are very small. Thus, only twelve CIPSAs situated in
Thailand, Vietnam, Cambodia, Laos, and Malaysia were selected as our research objective.
Detailed information on these parks is provided in Figure 2 and Table 2.
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Table 2. Industrial parks studied in this paper.

SN Name Abbreviation Country Year of
Construction Area (km2) Number of Pixels Cloudless Month Months with Cloud

Cover < 50% Park Type

1 Laos Boten Economic
Development Zone BEDZ Laos 2015 1.23 129 23 0 Comprehensive

industrial park

2
Saiseta Comprehensive
Development Zone,
Vientiane, Laos

SCDZ Laos 2010 3.30 319 21 0 Comprehensive
industrial park

3 Thailand China Rayong
Industrial Park TCRIP Thailand 2006 30.69 3092 19 4 Comprehensive

industrial park

4 Vietnam Longjiang
Industrial Park VLIP Vietnam 2008 7.04 688 21 2 Comprehensive

industrial park

5 Sihanouk Port Special Economic
Zone, Cambodia SPSEZ Cambodia 2007 5.79 580 18 3 Light industrial park

6 Malaysia China Kuantan
Industrial Park MCKIP Malaysia 2013 2.96 301 23 0 Comprehensive

industrial park

7
Vietnam China (Haiphong
Shenzhen) Economic and Trade
Cooperation Zone

VCETCZ Vietnam 2016 1.66 174 23 0 Light industrial park

8 Malaysia China Taman
Renewable Resources Park MCTRRP Malaysia / 1.64 161 23 1 Resource

utilization type
9 Fujian Cambodia Industrial Park FCIP Cambodia 2018 0.26 25 21 0 Manufacturing type

10 Yunzhong Industrial Park,
Beijiang Province, Vietnam YIP Vietnam 2013 3.43 356 24 0 High-tech park

11
Cambodia China Comprehensive
Investment and Development
Pilot Zone

CCCIDPZ Cambodia 2008 453.23 45,299 19 0 Comprehensive
industrial park

12 Tianhong Haihe Industrial Zone THIZ Vietnam 2014 3.41 332 20 3 Light industrial park
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3.1.2. Data and Data Preprocessing
Dataset

The latest generation NTL consists of Day-Night Band (DNB) data acquired by the
Visible and Infrared Imaging Suite (VIIRS) incorporated with the Joint Polar-orbiting
Satellite System (JPSS). The data was acquired on an everyday basis at a spatial resolution
of 500 m. Monthly and annual cloud-free DNB composites were also provided by the Earth
Observation Group (EOG) [30]. Cloud and stray light were removed from the monthly and
annual DNB products provided by the EOG (https://eogdata.mines.edu/products/vnl/,
accessed on 5 February 2022).

Monthly cloud-free DNB composites of these twelve CIPSAs from January 2018 to
December 2020 were used here because Southeast Asia is a cloudy and rainy region. Due
to the influence of clouds, it was considerably difficult to find cloud-free luminous data
covering the entire Southeast Asia. If daily data or weekly data were used, there will be a lot
of invalid data. Monthly composite data can combine the cloud-free day data on different
dates into monthly data to greatly reduce the impact of clouds. As presented in Table 2, the
number of completely cloud-free data exceeds 20 for most of the parks. Monthly or annual
DNB data is high-level data that removes cloud and stray light while making the storage
format easier to handle. This provides the user an easier data preprocessing step, especially
in time series analysis. Therefore, these two kinds of data are widely utilized [9–16,31].

The COVID-19 dataset was downloaded from the World Health Organization webpage
(https://COVID19.who.int/, accessed on 5 February 2022). It contains four parameters
(new cases, cumulative cases, new deaths, cumulative deaths) to measure the impacts of
COVID-19 in each country.

Data Preprocessing

The 36-month VIIRS DNB dataset covering Southeast Asia from January 2018 to
December 2020 were processed as follows, while being presented in Figure 3 as well:

(1) Since cloud and stray light was removed in monthly products by the EOG, additional
cloud and stray light removal processes were not needed.

(2) Removal of background and invalid values. Pixels with poor-quality data due to
cloud cover or solar illumination were set to zero. In addition, there was very little
background noise in the NTL data. These zero invalid values and ground noise
should be removed when the mean or sum NTL values are calculated. Ghosh et al.
(2020) removed such ground noise by masking NTL values < 0.6 nanowatt/cm2/sr
while calculating the summed NTL values for India [15]. Here, ten regions of interest
without human activity in Southeast Asia were selected to calculate the background
noise value. The mean NTL value of these ten regions was 0.5 nanowatt/cm2/sr.
Therefore, NTL values < 0.5 nanowatt/cm2/sr in each month NTL dataset were set
to -NaN values to remove background and invalid values. NTL data of Parks with
background and invalid values of more than 50% were also removed to ensure the
high quality of the data used.

(3) Due to the small size of certain parks, the number of pixels covering these parks turned
out to be low. This could result in outliers when statistical means are calculated. To
increase the number of pixels, we resampled the NTL imagery to 100 m using the
nearest neighboring pixel method in ENVI 4.3 software (ITT Industries, Inc., Boulder,
CO, USA).

(4) The monthly mean NTL values of each CIPSA park and in 10 km buffer zones around
each CIPSA in 2018, 2019, and 2020 were calculated using the statistical tools in
ENVI 5.3 software. Figure 4 shows the monthly mean and standard deviation (Stdev)
nighttime light values of Yunzhong Industrial Park, Beijiang Province, Vietnam, from
January 2019 to December 2020.

(5) The monthly mean NTL values were used to calculate the NTL index, and the opera-
tion status before and after the outbreak were compared.

https://eogdata.mines.edu/products/vnl/
https://COVID19.who.int/
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Figure 4. The monthly mean and standard deviation (Stdev) nighttime light values of Yunzhong
Industrial Park, Beijiang Province, Vietnam, from January 2019 to December 2020.

3.2. Results
3.2.1. Results of China’s Southeast Asian Industrial Parks Operation Monitoring
Results of Qualitative Analysis of Parks

Table 3 shows the qualitative monitoring results of parks. Compared to the pre-
COVID-19 year, only two parks displayed NTL_BA_R value less than 1. Therefore, the
operation status of those two parks was severely impacted by the COVID-19 outbreak.
Only three parks demonstrated to have NTL_Y_R value less than 1. This indicated that the
operation status of those three parks in 2020 was worse than in 2019. However, there were
11 parks with NTL_Y_Ri values < 1, indicating the fluctuation in their operation status. The
NTL data of most of the parks started to decline in January. The timing of the emergence
of COVID-19 cases in Southeast Asian countries was from January to March 2020. This
shows that the operation of these parks and surrounding areas was rapidly affected after
the outbreak of COVID-19. The SCDZ was the only park with a NTL_Y_Ri value > 1 for
all of the months, as it is still under construction. The construction area increased from
0.36 km2 on 12 April 2019 to 0.82 km2 on 23 November 2020, which increased its NTL value
(Figure 5).
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Table 3. Influence of COVID-19 on parks and surrounding 10 km buffer zones.

Park Name
Park 10 km Buffer Zone

NTL_BA_R First Month
NTL_BA_Ri < 1 NTL_Y_R First Month

NTL_Y_Ri < 1 NTL_BA_R First Month
NTL_BA_Ri < 1 NTL_Y_R First Month

NTL_Y_Ri < 1

BEDZ 0.93 April 0.98 February 0.88 April 0.88 February
SCDZ 1.86 April 2.34 – 0.99 April 0.99 May
TCRIP 1.03 July 0.94 March 1.05 April 1.05 March
VLIP 0.84 April 1.12 Aug. 0.82 April 0.82 February
SPSEZ 1.34 – 1.15 February 0.82 April 0.82 February
MCKIP 1.09 May 0.76 January 0.86 April 0.86 February
VCETCZ 1.25 April 1.42 December 1.11 April 1.11 October
MCTRRP 1.49 May 1.24 January 0.98 April 0.98 January
FCIP 1.50 April 1.24 January 1.07 April 1.07 February
YIP 1.16 April 1.23 March 1.16 April 1.16 February
CCCIDPZ 1.09 April 1.04 March 0.73 April 0.73 March
THIZ 1.42 December 1.06 January 1.00 April 1.00 February
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Figure 5. 0.5 m remote sensing image of SCDZ acquired on 12 April 2019 and 23 November 2020.

Figure 6 shows the temporal NTL curves of the parks and buffer zones in 2019 and
2020. As can be seen from the Figure 6, except for the SCDZ park, the 2019 NTL curve and
the 2020 NTL curve of other parks intersect. This means that the operation of these parks
in 2020 was fluctuating. This is the same result as the analysis with parameter NTL_Y_Ri.
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Figure 6. (1)–(12)Time series curves of NTL at each CIPSA park and 10 km buffer zone (lines) and
new COVID-19 cases (columns) in 2019 and 2020.(1)–(12)Time series curves of NTL at each CIPSA
park and 10 km buffer zone (lines) and new COVID-19 cases (columns) in 2019 and 2020.

Results of Quantitative Parameter Analysis of Parks

The result of the maximum decline in NTL of the 12 parks after the start of COVID-19
epidemic is presented in Table 4. It can be seen that the NTL_BA_D values of 11 parks
were greater than 0, with a mean NTL_BA_D of 24.42%. This indicated that the NTL values
of these parks were lower before the beginning of COVID-19. The NTL_BA_D values of
the two parks were greater than 50%, indicating the significant impact of COVID-19 on
their operation. The maximum NTL_Y_D values of 11 parks were greater than 0, with a
mean maximum NTL_Y_D of 32.05%. The maximum NTL_Y_D values of the three parks
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increased by more than 50%. Due to the influence of COVID-19, the operations of these
three parks were far worse in 2020 than in 2019.

Table 4. Analysis of COVID-19 impacts on the operations of CIPSAs, according to the four ratio parameters.

Park NTL_BA_D Max NTL_Y_Di Month of First NTL_BA_Ri > 1 Month of First NTL_Y_Ri > 1

BEDZ 52.42% 54.21% May April
SCDZ 0.03% −65.40% May April
TCRI 4.91% 34.02% April June
VLIP 32.36% 24.16% November April

SPSEZ −10.13% 25.55% April April
MCKIP 29.83% 62.93% April August

VCETCZ 33.19% 26.77% May April
MCTRRP 5.57% 23.45% April May

FCIP 17.93% 46.51% May May
YIP 28.22% 45.43% May April

CCCIDPZ 38.39% 30.81% August December
THIZ 60.32% 76.15% April April

All of the parks had NTL_BA_Ri values greater than 1, which indicated their opera-
tional restoration to a pre-COVID-19 level for some months. Most of the parks exhibited an
NTL_BA_R value greater than 1 in April or May.

3.2.2. Comparison of the Impacts of COVID-19 on Foreign Enterprises and Local Areas
Results of Qualitative Analysis of 10 km Buffer of Parks

In Table 3, compared with pre- COVID-19, seven buffer zones had NTL_BA_R values
less than 1. This means the operational status of those seven buffer zones was bad after the
outbreak of COVID-19. The number of buffer zones which had NTL_Y_R values less than 1
was also 7. This indicated that the operation status of those seven buffer zones in 2020 was
worse than in 2019.

Table 5 represents the NTL_BA_D values of 10 km buffer zones, which are greater
than 0, with a mean of 43.21%. The NTL_BA_D values of five of the buffer zones were
greater than 50%. The maximum NTL_Y_Di values of all buffer zones were greater than 0,
with a mean NTL_BA_D of 49.84%. The maximum NTL_Y_Di values of six of the buffer
zones were greater than 50%. Due to the influence of COVID-19, the operation of these six
buffer zones were far worse in 2020 than in 2019.

Table 5. Analysis of COVID-19 impacts on 10 km buffer zones around parks, according to the four
ratio parameters.

Park Buffer Zone Land-Use Type NTL_BA_D Max NTL_Y_Di
Month of First
NTL_BA_Ri > 1

Month of First
NTL_Y_Ri > 1

BEDZ Rural 53.36% 57.67% July May
SCDZ City 28.97% 29.26% December April
TCRIP City 5.58% 32.85% July April
VLIP City 92.41% 85.57% October November

SPSEZ City 75.37% 75.69% August June
MCKIP City 85.45% 85.84% May July

VCETCZ City 26.14% 27.02% May April
MCTRRP City 4.17% 39.83% June July

FCIP Rural 38.59% 13.10% June April
YIP City 24.45% 23.07% June April

CCCIDPZ Rural 50.17% 73.61% August June
THIZ Small City 33.87% 54.51% June May
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Comparison between the Parks and of 10 km Buffer

As shown in Table 3, seven 10 km buffer zones around the parks displayed a decline in
NTL (NTL_Y_R < 1), while only three parks demonstrated a decline. All parks and 10 km
buffer zones displayed at least one NTL_BA_Ri or NTL_Y_Ri values greater than 1. The
month with NTL_BA_Ri or NTL_Y_Ri value greater than 1 were also compared (Table 4).
The first month with NTL_BA_Ri or NTL_Y_Ri values greater than 1 is highlighted in
bold. For example, for BEDZ park, the first NTL_BA_Ri > 1 in May, while it is July for
the 10 km buffer zones. Thus, we highlighted May in Table 4. There are nine parks with
the first time of NTL_BA_Ri > 1 earlier than the 10 km buffer zones, while it is one 10 km
buffer zone with the time earlier than the park. There are five parks with the first time of
NTL_Y_Ri > 1 earlier than the 10 km buffer zones, while there are four 10 km buffer zones
with the time earlier than the parks. Thus, the parks recovered better than the buffer zones.
The parks recovered 1–5 months earlier than their respective buffer areas. For example, the
NTL_BA_Ri and NTL_Y_Ri values for BEDZ were above 1 for May and April, while the
values for the 10 km buffer zone did not increase above 1 until July and May, which are two
and one months later, respectively. Therefore, the recovery of 10 km buffer zones lagged
behind that of the parks. From the above analysis, we can understand that the buffer zones
had worse values than the parks in all indicators. Thus, COVID-19 had a greater impact
on the public than on industrial parks. This may be due to the difference in COVID-19
prevention and control measures adopted by different industries. The impacts of travel and
crowd aggregation restrictions on restaurants, hotels, cinemas, and other service industries
were far greater than those on factories.

4. Discussion
4.1. Comparison of 2018, 2019, and 2020

The special event of 2020 was the outbreak of COVID-19. Parameter NTL_Y_R2020
is the change between 2020 and 2019. We further calculated the changes between 2019
and 2018-parameter NTL_Y_R2019. Then, parameters NTL_Y_R2020 and NTL_Y_R2019 were
compared to find out the impact of COVID-19. The results are presented in Figure 7a. It
was found that there are nine parks and seven buffer zones with NTL_Y_R2019 > 1, while
the numbers are nine and five with NTL_Y_R2020 > 1, respectively. This indicated that the
NTL of these parks and buffer zones increased in 2019 compared to 2018. The buffer zones
showed bad performance in 2020. There are eight parks with NTL_Y_R2019 > NTL_Y_R2020,
while only six buffer zones with NTL_Y_R2019 > NTL_Y_R2020. This indicated that the NTL
of these parks and buffer zones increased more significantly in 2019.
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Monthly NTL_Y_R2019,i was also calculated to show the monthly change between 2019
and 2018. The number of months (NM2019) with NTL_Y_R2019,i > 1 was counted, which
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indicated that the NTL of 2019 in month i was higher than 2018 while having NM2020 with
NTL_Y_R2020,i > 1. Due to the influence of the cloud, there was no data for certain months.
Moreover, the NM2019 and NM2020 cannot be directly compared. Thus, the NM2019 and
NM2020 were divided by the number of months with data from 2019 and 2020 to obtain
NM2019,p and NM2020,p in percentage. Figure 7b shows the results of a comparison between
NM2019,p and NM2020,p. It was found that there were seven parks with NM2019,p > NM2020,p,
while there were only three buffer zones with NM2019,p > NM2020,p. Based on the above
parameters, it can be understood that although the NTL of most parks increased in 2020,
the rise was less significant in 2019. This can be seen clearly from the NTL curve of SPSEZ
park from January 2018 to December 2020 (Figure 8).
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Figure 8. The monthly mean nighttime light values of Sihanouk Port Special Economic Zone,
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4.2. Impacts of COVID-19 Prevention and Control Measures on New COVID-19 Cases and
the Economy

Figure 6 shows the impact of prevention and control measures on the number of
new COVID-19 cases and the economy. After the outbreak of COVID-19, strict COVID-
19 prevention and control measures were implemented, such as border closures, travel
restrictions, and the closure of shops and factories. This study revealed a rapid decline in
both new COVID-19 cases and the NTL index in this period, which is consistent with the
results of Shen et al. [32]. Both new COVID-19 cases and monthly NTL values declined
due to COVID-19 prevention and control measures. As these measures were gradually
lifted, the economy recovered quickly. However, if the removal of prevention and control
measures before COVID-19 cases are eliminated, then that could lead to a rapid increase
in cases. This is called premature unblocking. Premature unblocking can lead to early
restoration of the economy but can also lead to the rapid occurrence of another wave of
cases, with the peak being higher than that of the preceding wave.

4.3. Influence of Land-Use Types

Table 6 presents the comparison of the impact of COVID-19 on CIPSAs and their
surrounding 10 km buffer zones. These CIPSAs were located in two land-cover types (rural
and urban). Comparisons of the mean NTL_BA_D and mean maximum NTL_Y_D values
revealed that the impact of COVID-19 was greater in rural parks than in urban. Rural parks
showed better recovery than city parks as they all had NTL_Y_R values greater than 1,
while one of the urban parks did not.

However, when examining the 10 km buffer zones, the impacts of COVID-19 were
found to be very similar in rural and urban areas. The city zones exhibited worst recovery
than the rural zones. All the buffer zones of rural parks had NTL_Y_Ri values greater
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than 1, while two of the buffer zones of urban parks did not. For urban buffer zones, the
land-use type was the city, usually residential. For rural buffer zones, the land-use types
were rural, usually farmland. Thus, rural areas would be less affected by COVID-19 and
could recover better.

Table 6. Comparison of the impacts of COVID-19 on rural and urban parks and buffer zones.

Area Parameter Rural Urban

Parks

Affected number 3 8
Mean NTL_BA_D 40.03% 20.47%

Mean Max (NTL_Y_D) 47.72% 28.11%
number of NTL_Y_Ri > 1 3 8

10 km buffer zones

Affected number 3 9
Mean NTL_BA_D 47.37% 41.82%

Mean Max (NTL_Y_D) 48.12% 50.40%
number of NTL_Y_Ri > 1 3 7

4.4. Limitations

(1) Southeast Asia is cloudy and rainy. Due to the influence of clouds, there are a large
number of default values in the daily and monthly NTL data in this area. This limits
the sensitivity of using NTL data to monitor the operation of the park, making it
difficult to catch short-term changes in operation. In less cloudy areas, daily NTL data
can be considered to increase the sensitivity of monitoring.

(2) The spatial resolution of NTL data acquired by VIIRS is 500 m. Some industrial parks
are very small. This makes them difficult to monitor using VIIRS NTL data. On
5 November 2021, China launched the Sustainable Development Science Satellite 1
(SDGSAT-1). It was equipped with a night light sensor with a 10 m resolution. The use
of high-resolution night light data was more suitable for the monitoring of park targets.

(3) The COVID-19 data used in this study were national-scale data and the night lighting
data were gridded data. The difference in data scales means that we can only dis-
cuss the relationships between the number of COVID-19 cases, the NTL index and
COVID-19 prevention, as well as control measures. Detailed analysis of the relation-
ships between these three factors requires data with consistent scales. For example,
national-scale NTL and COVID-19 data can be used together to analyze the impact of
COVID-19 on national economics.

(4) NTL data can be utilized to monitor the overall operation of the park. However, the
operation of the park is affected by many factors, such as raw material supply, energy
supply, personnel mobility, and market fluctuations. More data is required to analyze
the specific impact of COVID-19.

5. Conclusions

This study used NTL time series data for Southeast Asia from 2018 to 2020 to analyze
the impact of COVID-19 on China’s Southeast Asian Parks. The operation of parks and
local areas was also compared using six parameters. The results show that:

(1) Despite the negative impact of COVID-19, 9 of the 12 parks had a NTL_Y_R2020 index
greater than 1, indicating that these parks were in better operating condition in 2020
than in 2019. However, there were nine parks whose NTL_Y_R2020 index was lower
than the NTL_Y_R2019 index. This indicates that due to the impact of COVID-19, the
growth rate of the park had declined.

(2) The 2019 NTL curve and the 2020 NTL curve of 11 parks intersect. This indicates that
the operation of these parks in 2020 was fluctuating, from being sometimes worse
than that in 2019 and sometimes better. The maximum NTL_Y_D values of 11 of the
parks which were used to evaluate the maximum monthly decline was greater than 0,
with a mean maximum NTL_Y_D of 32.05%. The maximum NTL_Y_D values of three
of the parks increased by more than 50%.
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(3) Compared to pre- COVID-19, there are 10 parks with a NTL_BA_R index greater
than 1, indicating that these parks were in better operating condition post-COVID-19
than pre-COVID-19. However, NTL_BA_D values of 11 of the parks were greater than
0, with a mean NTL_BA_D of 24.42%, which means that the NTL values of these parks
in a month were lower than pre-COVID-19.

(4) The impact of COVID-19 on surrounding areas was greater than the impact on
the parks. Seven 10 km buffer zones around the parks showed a decline in NTL
(NTL_Y_R < 1), while only three parks demonstrated a decline after the outbreak of
COVID-19. Further, compared to the same period in the previous year, the parks also
recovered better than the buffer zones, with the parks recovering 1–5 months earlier
than their respective buffer zones.

(5) The impact of COVID-19 on city areas was greater than that in rural areas in terms
of both the mean NTL_BA_D and mean maximum NTL_Y_D values, in both parks
and their 10 km buffer zones. Further, rural parks showed better recovery than
urban parks.
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